More information about your application

All important information and the most frequently asked questions can be found in the internet at www.tu-darmstadt.de/bildungsfonds

For specific questions about your application for the Deutschlandstipendium please contact us via e-mail: dls-bewerbung@tu-darmstadt.de

Apply now! For 300 Euro more a Month

The Deutschlandstipendium at the TU Darmstadt

Voices of scholarship recipients

„The Deutschlandstipendium does not just involve financial support. With my funder’s assistance, I can also gain interesting impressions of what I can actually expect in my future professional career. This practical experience will certainly smooth my path into working life.”
Student Civil Engineering and Geodesy (B.Sc.), 6. Sem.

„The DLS is like a double-bottomed treasure trove: a pile of gold on top, and collaborations and contacts underneath. This is what makes the DLS so unique: direct contacts to companies. In my case, this means I have the opportunity to write my Master’s dissertation in my dream company directly.”
Student Teaching degree in Mathematics and History, 7. Sem.

„The Deutschlandstipendium has meant I can take part in an exciting field trip to Vietnam which I wouldn’t have been able to afford otherwise. On top of this, at one of the meetings with my funder, I was offered paid work experience with one of the leading construction companies in Germany.”
Student Civil Engineering and Geodesy (B.Sc.), 5. Sem.
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www.tu-darmstadt.de/bildungsfonds
The Deutschlandstipendium

The Deutschlandstipendium has been supporting outstanding students at universities with one year of financial assistance since 2011. The scholarship provides students at the TU Darmstadt with a monthly sum of 300 Euro, which is independent of income and can be received in addition to BAföG. The first half of the scholarship is provided by private sponsors and the government contributes the rest.

Selection criteria

- Exceptional achievement in school and studies
- Social involvement, experience abroad and internships
- Particular social, personal or family circumstances

Interested in applying?

Requirements

- Degree must be achievable within the standard length of study.
- Standard length of study must not be exceeded within the scholarship period.

When and how

- The application period generally starts in September; please consider the dates on www.tu-darmstadt.de/dls-application.
- Application online with the application form on the Deutschlandstipendium website.
- Scholarship begins retroactively on October 1st every year. Recipients receive 300 Euro a Month for one year.
- The selection process takes place in two phases. Recipients are chosen by the department.
- Shortly before Christmas the selected applicants receive their acceptance letter and an invitation to the recipients banquet.
- Repeated application is allowed as long as the requirements are still fulfilled.

Your scholarship pays

With the Deutschlandstipendium you receive

- Financial freedom to focus on studies
- Contact to potential partners in the industry and job market
- A special distinction for your resume

Recipients banquet

At the recipients banquet in January of every year recipients receive their certificates and have the opportunity to meet their private sponsors personally.